Publications

**The Mayo Review**
The **Mayo Review** is a creative, student-run, literary journal published by the Department of Literature and Languages at A&M-Commerce. The Mayo Review publishes artwork, drama, poetry, and prose in both print and online format. Submissions by faculty, staff, and students, as well as by creative writers outside the university community are welcome. Submissions are accepted year round, and are subjected to a blind-review process by both faculty and student readers.

**Sam Rayburn Series**
The **Sam Rayburn Series on Rural Life** is published by the Texas A&M University Press with primary support from Texas A&M University-Commerce. Sam Rayburn was a distinguished alumnus of Texas A&M University-Commerce and the former speaker of the United States House of Representatives. This series honors Mr. Rayburn by encouraging nonfiction submissions that address various aspects of rural life in Northeast Texas and the surrounding regions.

**PRIDE – The Alumni Magazine**
The PRIDE is published twice a year. It is a collection of highlights, news and insightful exposé features of our university research, student success and alumni achievements. A distribution of 50,000 magazines reaches our alumni and friends from across the nation. Faculty who would like to have their achievements mentioned in the PRIDE should submit their achievements to Marketing Communications’ Submit News form: [http://sites.tamuc.edu/news/submit-news/](http://sites.tamuc.edu/news/submit-news/) Submissions are tagged and included in future issues of the PRIDE.